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About This Game

Legendary Hunter VR is a VR duck hunting game inspired by the old classic NES game Duck Hunt.

The game is set on an enchanted and beautiful island - and you can expect to see some breathtaking moments!

Duck hunting is only the beginning of what you will need to do to survive on the island.
During the day you'll have to face vicious crow attacks, which will not only attack you - but also the bee hives around you.

And at night you'll have to survive the wolves and the crocodiles. You have been warned!
Make sure that you use your environment wisely - as what works in the day you might need it at night!

Enjoy the day / night cycles with dynamic weather that not only enhances the visual experience around you,but also enhances
the game play.

its a very relaxing game you like to play after hard work and for casual players as for hard core players you will have to survive
the nights .

Key Features

 Hunt Duck during the day time while surviving vicious crow and bee hive attacks.

 Defend yourself from wolves and crocodiles at night .

 Attempt to survive as many nights as you can. Your ammo is limited and you will need to fight for survival.
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 Wonderful environment.

 Realistic gun mechanic and ammo which uses most of the Vive / Oculus controller features.

 Dynamic weather system .

 Experience Atmospheric surround sound like never before .

Some Gameplay from alpha release

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SB6Y-P4MMAs

Support Vive and Oculus .
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Title: Legendary Hunter VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
LastnOni
Publisher:
Frozen Dreams
Release Date: 24 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Win 7 sp1 x64 , Win 10 x64

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-2500K or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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A reimagined VR creation based on the classic Duck Hunt game, but with better graphics, weather effects, more animals to
shoot and more ammo than you can shake a stick at!

Liking the addition of the global leaderboard. Changing from day to night with the weather effects really adds to the atmosphere
and mood of the game. Can tell a lot of effort has been put into making the rainforest location look realistic. Seeing red eyes
coming at you in the dark is proper creepy, that was very unexpected, so a thumbs up from me on the little details like that.

The price being halved seems a lot more realistic now, the original price point was too high.

Cons:
Picking up ammo is buggy, having boxes behind boxes is just awkward. 2 Guns seem pointless with having to put 1 down to
reload.
Not having sights you can see in the dark kind of ruined the night time part for me. Would have made it much further if I could
actually aim the gun in the dark. Unloading full clips on a wolf and not hitting a single shot, even when it's only a few meters
away from me was a tad frustrating.
Inability to recentre yourself so you can stand where you like in your playspace without clipping into the big rock where all the
ammo sits.

Wishlist:
Standing in 1 location starts to get old quite quickly. Moving into different locations within the scene would help keep the
interest along with more variety from where the animals come from.
Different weapons would be nice, as using that 1 pistol becomes boring quite quickly.
Maybe the ducks could also try and attack you. A few angry ducks in attack mode would mix things up a bit.
Snakes slithering through the grass would be quite unnerving, especially being able to hear them but also being hard to spot.
Locations - Imagine sitting in a boat, slowly drifting towards the waterfall, having to shoot ducks flying over head, with
crocodiles slowly sneaking up to the boat which if you don't spot them jump up the side to eat you. Maybe you could have a
rifle in the boat which you could change to for some long distance shooting or a shotgun for those close encounters.

I'll stop waffling now. Here's my playthrough if you want to see what's what:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=2QadXZpDGqU. I definitely think this game would had have been better if you were on a
boat and had to navigate the boat while shooting and picking up ducks. Unforunately, instead it's a stand still wave shooter
where most of the things you have to shoot are in a frontal cone ahead of you. Sound guides you when targets are nearby and
when you sould probably look back (to kill rabbits mostly). Would have been smart if part of the difficulty was setting up a
torch to see at night or picking up the ducks before the predators come to take them. Something other than just finding the
target.

I'm not sure why there's two guns when you need 1 hand with an ammo clip so you can quickly reload and grab more ammo
while you keep shooting. You probably won't last long if you pick up both guns unless you're very skilled.

The graphics are absolutely amazing. The gun seems to be on target. Nice day and night cycle and nice weather events. Sound is
also very good. Game has a lot of polish. But it's only 1 map and you can't move and there's not a lot of enemy types or a tactic
other than shoot on target quickly. This game should at least have more weapons. Bazooka? Something to get us excited to play.

I am recommending this game, but just barely. I'm not sure it's worth $8 but at $6.39, I guess it's about 50\/50 for the amount of
content currently

Rating 5\/10. Opening the ammo boxes are horrible, there is only one level. This is more of an Early Access game than a full
release game.. This is a great game to showcase VR!

The premise is simply a 2017 update of the old Duck Hunt game from yesteryear, but boy has it been updated!

The graphics\/visuals are exceptional and really stand-out from most other VR games. This is the Unreal Engine shining through
I believe.
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There are plenty of options for tweaking the visuals if your PC can't manage on top settings, but even if you dial the graphics
back to low (to keep the framerate high) the game is still one of the prettiest I've seen.

The excellent audio is also worth a mention, from the storm effects to the cues for where the next target is coming from.

Although the gameplay is straightforward, it really comes into its own by placing you in a believable environment with
atmospherics dialed up to 11. The amount of detail shown around you from the fish in the nearby pond to the dragonflies
zipping in and out of view really give you a sense of presence.

Finally, the gun play itself is solid, aiming seems accurate, and the reloading mechanic is a satisfying process. Although you can
dual wield the pistols, I much prefer shooting with one while holding a spare ammo clip for quick reloading.

I'm hoping this gets some good sales to encourage the dev to build on the great platform already on display here.

Recommended!. Best game I have played in VR so far. Doesn't make me sick either. Can play much longer than other games..
Quite Good , I Enjoyed This Game. This game has great graphics and is in a class of its own, but get ready to stand in one spot
no teleporting or can only move in a 360 degree circle so its good for those with not alot of room to play

Hopefully they will add a way to holster the weapon its a pain trying to pick the gun back up at night with wolf sneaking up on
you.

Overall it is fun and has a future but right now its rather early in the games development so content is slim

For now its a yes will update as the game grows. So this game is pretty and unique with the day and night cycle, but get ready to
stand in one spot... No teleporting or can only move in a 360, and only weapons available is dual pistols, and you can't even
reload without dropping weapons. Price is not worth the content you get, will be confused for first round, and bored after the
second.
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I got this game on sale first of all and I can see the negitive comments from people but I wouldn't say this is a bad example of
VR. It is not really a full game but a demo which looks amazing and has a fun feel to it because of the atmosphere but it is not
that long at all. I go back to it or use it to show people VR every now and then. If they keep it the sale price I don't think anyone
would complain at all about this short playthrough. I would not recommend this game at full price but it does seem to go on sale
often so people go buy it then and have a bit of fun for a cost of coffee.. This game would be good but the time limit...the demo
gives you guns and ammo and 4 minutes of playtime...the full game gives you guns and ammo and 4 mins of playtime...thats a
rip off in my books. Love this game! How's about making more levels....pretty please! Start up a Kickstarter to pay for it
maybe...... Well it's a good game but I couldn't see anything during the night.. 9\/10
This is a great game. It's so fun that you forget it is really just a wave shooter. The graphics and sound are great, and it is
genuinly tense. Well worth the price.. Awesome game! Simple and endless fun!. Don't buy this game.

It's not fun and it doesn't close properly.
I have to restart my computer to close it...
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